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on waste can alter the optimum transition path. In the optima
with recycle, the lower waste penalty from reduced buildup
of 239Pu more than compensates for the separations and fuel
fabrication facility costs. Figure 3 shows this buildup for each
of the runs. However, with a high repository discount (run
3) recycle technology is unable to compete with cheap direct
disposal. The optimum in run 4 correctly includes both recycle
and repositories; reducing either results in a higher (worse)
objective value.
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Fig. 3. Full fuel cycle buildup of 239Pu for the runs in Table II.

Each optimization run took about 4 hours on a typical
desktop machine and required around 4000 Cyclus simulation
executions. Figure 4 shows that convergence occurs exponen-
tially. The entire parameter space searched by the optimizer is
very large has approximately 1020 configurations. Although the
vast majority of configurations have much worse objective val-
ues than the ones discovered by the optimizer, there is certainly
room for improvement. The optimizer spent about first half
of its computation time searching through infeasible regions.
The solution quality and speed could likely be improved signif-
icantly by seeding the initial population with solutions that are
known to satisfy constraints.

All code, files, and data used to produce these results are
available for download and use at http://dx.doi.org/10.
6084/m9.figshare.1086284 [5].

CONCLUSIONS

This work has demonstrated meaningful changes in opti-
mal facility deployment times based on changes in user-defined
priorities. Cyclus’ flexibility enables unique optimization ca-
pability that can be used to challenge traditional fuel-cycle
analysis assumptions and gain new insight. Because it is open
source and designed to work well on Linux platforms, large
scale computing can also be effectively leveraged to perform
interesting optimization and other types of analysis.
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tion generation of the JEGA solver. Fitness includes both the
objective function value and constraint violation penalty.
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INTRODUCTION

The CYCLUS Fuel Cycle Simulator [1] is a framework
for assessment of nuclear fuel cycle options. While CY-
CLUS has previously been capable of system transitions
from the current fuel cycle strategy to a future option, those
transitions have never previously been driven by market
forces in the simulation. This summary describes a set
of libraries [2] that have been contibuted to the CYCLUS
framework to enable a market-driven transition analysis.

This simulation framework is incomplete without a suite
of dynamically loadable libraries representing the process
physics of the nuclear fuel cycle (i.e. mining, fuel fabri-
cation, chemical processing, transmutation, reprocessing,
etc.). Within Cycamore [3], the additional modules reposi-
tory within the CYCLUS ecosystem, provides some basic li-
braries to represent these processes. However, extension of
CYCLUS with new capabilities is community-driven, rely-
ing on contributions by user-developers. The libraries con-
tributed in this work are examples of such contributions.

Motivation

The attractiveness of a new technology can be assessed
to first order by evaluating equilibrium fuel cycle scenar-
ios. Equilibrium scenarios are those at steady state, in
which technologies are deployed statically. However, tran-
sition dynamics leading up to that equilibrium state also
contribute to the viability of deploying such a technology
[4].

For this reason, fuel cycle scenario analysis is often con-
cerned with the transition from one nuclear fuel cycle tech-
nology or strategy to another. Such analyses are termed
“transition scenarios.” Transition scenarios seek to model
the real world dynamics of such a technology shift, in
part to inform Research Development and Design (RD&D)
decision-making.

Transition scenarios are often modeled from a technol-
ogy availability perspective, deploying new technologies
based on their readiness. The capability represented by
this work, a transition driven by market forces (i.e., mate-
rial availability) is more realistic. In that case, technology
readiness may be applied only as a constraint.

Background

Previous fuel cycle simulators have achieved market-
driven deployment capability using look-ahead algorithms
for facility deployment [5, 6]. These simulators typically
conduct guess-and-check simulation attempts, restarting or
crashing if their algorithm failed to generate a coherent sim-
ulation.

The development version of the CYCLUS simulator has
long been capable of technology driven scenarios [7] that
relied on explicit demand or deployment profiles defined
by the user. This capability shared the disadvantages of
the guess-and-check methods of other simulators, since the
user-defined deployment profiles may lead to incongruous
scenarios (i.e., insufficient material or processing availabil-
ity and unexpected idle facilities).

By harnessing the CYCLUS dynamic resource exchange
paradigm and emphasizing generality, the Agents con-
tributed in this work are capable of dynamically check-
ing material availability in the simulation and responding
accordingly. These contributions thereby enable market-
driven transition scenarios for a range of future use cases
in the CYCLUS ecosystem.

Method

Extensions to the CYCLUS framework are necessary
because the available institution, region, and facility
archetypes packaged with the Cycamore repository are not
sufficient to model the specific goals of all simulation de-
scriptions. In this case, Facility Agents were contributed to
support reprocessing and fuel fabrication specifications in
the transition scenario definition of interest and an Institu-
tion Agent was contributed to support market-driven build-
ing and decommissioning of transitioning technologies.

This is a canonical example of a user-developer’s work-
flow for capability extension in CYCLUS. That is, each
scenario specification of interest in fuel cycle analysis is
usually sufficiently pathological that modifications must al-
most always be made in any simulation framework. This
effort demonstrates how the modularity built into the CY-
CLUS framework allows extension without modification of
the core logic.
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Facility Type Agent Key Parameters
Mine SourceFacility Capacity
Enrichment EnrichmentFacility feed enrchment%

tails enrichment%
Process time

LWRFuelFab StreamBlender Process time
Fissile Source

SFRFuelFab StreamBlender Process time
Fissile Sources
Fertile Sources

LWR BatchReactor Installed Capacity
Capacity Factor

Batches per core
Cycle length

Fresh Fuel Comp.
Spent Fuel Comp.

SFR BatchReactor Installed Capacity
Capacity Factor

Batches per core
Cycle length

Fresh Fuel Comp.
Spent Fuel Comp.

LWRWetStorage CommodConverter Process time
SFRWetStorage CommodConverter Process time
LWRSeparation SeparationMatrix Capacity

Process Time
Efficiency Matrix

SFRSeparation SeparationMatrix Capacity
Process Time

Efficiency Matrix
HLW Repository SinkFacility Capacity

TABLE 1: Facilities and their implementations with key
parameters.

SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

Scenario Definition

The simplified transition scenario modeled was from the
current once-through Light Water Reactor (LWR) fuel cy-
cle, to a fleet of Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors (SFRs) with
100% recycle of spent fuel. The simulation starts in Jan-
uary 2014 and lasts until transition to 100% SFRs is com-
plete. The nuclear installed capacity is constant (100GWe).
The transition is driven by the criteria that when sufficient
separated material is present, an LWR (1000MWe) should
be decommissioned and replaced with three (333.3̄) SFRs.

All facility implementations for the simulation are de-
scribed in Table 1.

Material Flow

A summary of the material flows in the simulation can
be found in Figure 1 and Table 2.

Fig. 1: The basic material flow paths for this simulation.
This image was generated by Cycic, the input controller
for CYCLUS [8]. Note that the Sink facility which collects
waste commodities is not depicted above.

Commodity Offered By Requested By
Natural U Mine Enrichment
LEU Enrichment LWRFuelFab
Depleted U Enrichment SFRFuelFab
fresh LWR fuel LWRFuelFab LWR
fresh SFR fuel SFRFuelFab SFR
LWR UNF LWR LWRWetStorage
SFR UNF SFR SFRWetStorage
cool LWR UNF LWRWetStorage LWRSeparation
cool SFR UNF SFRWetStorage SFRSeparation
separated LWR U LWRSeparation SFRFuelFab
separated LWR TRU LWRSeparation SFRFuelFab
separated SFR U SFRSeparation SFRFuelFab
separated SFR TRU SFRSeparation SFRFuelFab
TABLE 2: Commodity flow in the transition simulation

Desired Outputs

The desired outputs of this simulation include deploy-
ment metrics (i.e., the year during which the transition be-
comes complete). Additionally, installed capacity profiles
should demonstrate that generating shortages do not occur.
Key metrics also include material metrics such as separated
surplus PU or TRU profiles, LWR used fuel reprocessing
rate (t/yr), SFR used fuel reprocessing rate (t/yr), LWR
used fuel mass in storage (t), and SFR used fuel mass in
storage (t).

Deployment Regions and Institutions

In order to facilitate a deployment profile for the LWR to
SFR transition, an existing Cycamore model was used. The
GrowthRegion model maintains a power generation profile
specified by the user. It does this by deploying or decom-
missioning reactors when necessary to maintain the speci-
fied growth profile.

In this case, a constant 100GWe “growth” is maintained
in the simulation. This region encapsulates all of the facil-
ities in this simulation. When sufficient material is avail-
able to support a new set of three SFRs, an LWR is decom-
missioned. When power generating capacity is lost due to
an LWR (1000MWe) decommissioning, the GrowthRegion
deploys sufficient SFR capacity (three 333.3MWe SFRs) to
replace it.

CAPABILITY EXTENSIONS

A number of exsiting capabilities were used to acheive
this simulation. One is the GrowthRegion, which can main-
tain a power profile according to a demand curve. Another
is the BatchReactor, which generically represents multi-
batch reactor models with fresh and spent fuel material
compositions defined by the user. The Source Facility and
Sink Facility produce and consume material, respectively.
Accordingly, they represent the Mine and HLW Repository
in this simulation. The details can be seen in Table 1 and
Figure 1. Other capabilities had to be contributed, however.
This section describes those capabilities.

Commodity Converter Facility

One versatile facility model contributed by this work is
the CommodityConverter, a simple representation of timed
commodity transformation. After receiving a resource (e.g.,
a material), this facility waits for a user-defined time pe-
riod. Once that time period has passed, the resource is of-
fered to the resource exchange system as a new commodity
type. With this behavior, the Commodity Converter facility
is ideal for representing storage. In that case, this model
requests a commodity such as spent fuel, then waits for a
cooling period before offering the same Material Resource
as a cooled spent fuel Commodity.

Parameter Units Default Range
Input Commodity string “” any string
Output Commodity string “” any string
Delay Time months 0 0−∞
Storage Capacity kg ∞ 0−∞

TABLE 3: Input parameters for the Commodity Converter
Facility Agent

Note that Commodity and Material are distinct concepts
in the CYCLUS framework. A Material is a subtype of
Resource. All Resources have a Commodity type. A sin-
gle Material composition in CYCLUS can therefore be a
“fuel” or“waste” Commodity or any arbitrary string reg-
istered within the simulation, irrespective of the isotopic
composition.

Stream Blender Facility : Fuel Fabrication

The process of fuel fabrication from separated materi-
als streams can most concisely be described as blending
into a recipe. To most generically represent this process,
the Stream Blender Facility has been added to the CYCLUS
ecosystem. This new Facility Agent handles the combina-
tion of various commodity streams in appropriate propor-
tions to achieve a goal recipe.

Parameter Units Default Range
Input Commodities set of strings “”
Output Commodities set of strings “”
Waste Commodity string “waste”
Production Capacity kg/month ∞ 0−∞
Process Time months 0 0−∞
Source Preferences - - -
Goal Recipe mass vector - -

TABLE 4: Input parameters for the Stream Blender Facility
Agent

Matrix-Based Separation Facility Model

By describing the separations process as a simple ma-
trix of efficiencies, a material stream transformation can be
conducted. The specific process chemistry for the separa-
tion at hand is treated as elemental, as representative of a
non-laser separations process. The efficiencies must be de-
fined to transform an incoming composition vector, I, with
N constituent amounts, In to an outgoing set of M streams,
Em. The efficiency matrix, η , is therefore an N ×M matrix
of efficiencies. The matrix of separation efficiencies has
a default value: the identity matrix of size N ×N. In this
context, the identity matrix represents complete and perfect
elemental separation without losses.
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For realistic separations, the user is expected to provide
an efficiency matrix representing the separations technol-
ogy of interest to them. By requesting the feedstock from
the appropriate markets, the facility acquires an unsepa-
rated feedstock stream. Based on the input parameters in
Table 5, the separations process proceeds within the time
steps and other constraints of the simulation.

Parameter Units Default Range
In-Commodity string “” any string
Out-Commodities map N : N any map
Waste Commodity string “waste” any string
η Matrix % yield Identity positive matrix

TABLE 5: Input parameters for the Matrix-Based Separa-
tion Facility Model

Thereafter, separated streams as well as a stream of
losses are offered the appropriate markets for consump-
tion by other facilities. In the transition scenario at hand,
the StreamBlender fuel fabrication facility purchases the
streams it desires in order to produce SFR fuel.

Market Driven Institution

A new Institution Agent has been based on an already
existing institution model in Cycamore and added a market-
driven deployment capability to faithfully model this sce-
nario. That is, by relying on inheritance from a mix-in class
already available within the CYCLUS toolkit, an institution
can deploy and decommission facilities based on any de-
cision criteria. By also relying on the dynamic resource
exchange interface, it is possible to base that decision cri-
teria on the availability of resources being offered by other
facility agents in the simulation.

In this case, a specific quantity of separated transuranic
material must exist before an LWR can be decommissioned
(to be replaced with three SFRs). That decision criteria,
combined with the capability of decommissioning facilities,
gives the Market Driven Institution.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

To extend the capabilities of the CYCLUS ecosystem
to include market-driven building and decommissioning,
physics agnostic separations, simple storage, and source-
preferential fuel fabrication, the following Agents were de-
veloped:

• SeparationsMatrix Facility, physics agnostic separa-
tions, (https://github.com/katyhuff/separationmatrix)

• CommodConverter Facility, timed-release storage,
(https://github.com/katyhuff/commodconverter)

• StreamBlender Facility, source-preferential fuel fabri-
cation, (https://github.com/katyhuff/streamblender)

• MktDrivenInst, a market-driven institution,
(https://github.com/katyhuff/mktdriveninst)
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INTRODUCTION 

A recent study on the Evaluation and Screening 
(E&S) of nuclear fuel cycle options [1] investigated some 
nuclear material management approaches to assess which 
have favorable impacts on the performance of fuel cycle 
options. In this paper, two approaches investigated are 
presented, along with the evaluation results:  

Impact of the use of fuel processing in once-
through fuel cycle options 
Impact of separation efficiency in continuous-
recycle fuel cycle options. 

METHOD OF ASSESSMENT 

A once-through fuel cycle option which is quite 
similar to the implementation of commercial nuclear 
power in the U.S. is used to represent the once-through 
fuel cycle options in this assessment. This system is 
referred to as EG01 in the E&S study. The fuel cycle uses 
enriched uranium fuel in light water reactors (LWRs). It is 
assumed that upon discharge of the fuel from the reactor,
it is cooled and subsequently sent to waste disposal. A 
two-stage continuous-recycle fuel cycle option using 
LWRs in the first stage and fast reactors in the second 
stage is used to represent the recycle options considered 
in this assessment. The fuel cycle is consistent with the 
objective of using fast reactors to both produce nuclear 
power and serve as systems for consuming uranium and 
transuranic (U and TRU) elements in the fuel cycle, rather 
than sending any of those elements to waste disposal 
(except for reprocessing losses), as done in a once-
through fuel cycle options. This system is called EG32 in 
the E&S study. 

For this assessment, focus is on the waste generation 
metrics, which include: 

Mass of SNF+HLW per energy generated (SNF 
is spent nuclear fuel and HLW is high level 
waste) 
Mass of DU+RU disposed per energy generated 
(DU is depleted uranium and RU is recovered 
uranium from reprocessing/separations) 
Volume of low level waste (LLW) produced per 
energy generated 
Activity of SNF+HLW at 10 years per energy 
generated  

Activity of SNF+HLW at 100 years per energy 
generated  
Activity of SNF+HLW at 100,000 years per 
energy generated. 

 The high level of radioactivity of the SNF+HLW 
drives the requirements for shielding during 
handling/storage and isolation for disposal.  The activity
at 100 years metric was selected for its ability to inform 
on the operational and handling challenges associated 
with SNF and HLW.  While such a metric could be 
expressed in terms of heat generation, radiotoxicity or 
radiation field, all of these are caused by the total 
radioactivity, or “activity”.  As the activity (or any of 
these other measures) changes with time, it was necessary 
to select a representative time for operations and handling 
for disposal.  Many waste management approaches 
include a significant delay prior to disposal to allow the 
initial very high level of activity to decay.  A time of 100 
years after discharge from a reactor was selected as being 
representative for the metric. Similarly, a total activity at 
a representative time for geologic disposal is relevant to a 
range of issues including the radiotoxicity of the disposed 
wastes, and is dependent on the fundamental 
characteristics of the fuel cycle.  A time of 100,000 years 
was chosen to represent the long-term isolation challenge. 

IMPACT OF USED FUEL PROCESSING IN ONCE-
THROUGH FUEL CYCLE OPTIONS

In a typical once-through fuel cycle option, it is 
assumed that the discharged fuel from the reactors is 
directly disposed without the processing or separation of 
the discharged fuel.  However, since processing of the 
discharged fuel could affect the nuclear waste quantity,
the potential impacts of processing spent fuel that is 
destined for disposal to alter its waste characteristics were 
evaluated using EG01.  For consistency of presentation, 
the material sent to waste disposal is referred to as 
SNF+HLW, even though EG01 without processing sends 
SNF to disposal, and with processing, sends HLW to 
disposal.  This is necessary because the waste mass and 
activity metrics used for this assessment are for 
SNF+HLW; DU+RU mass is also used. 




